
Georgiev beats Schwarzman knock out 

 

It was not expected that Russian titans Alexander Georgiev (St. Petersburg) and Alexander 

Schwarmzan (Moscow) would come already in the regular game of their match to a decision. The 

players know eachother extremely well and have much respect for eachothers phenomenal strength. 

 

However, Alexander Georgiev did manage the impossible and in an abstract game type found a 

weapon to beat his illustre opponent.  He pushed Schwarzman into the defense and had understood 

very well that his opponent would refuse to play a passive defensive. Georgiev increased the 

pressure on blacks position with every move and lead the endgame with two pieces and two Kings 

against one King and one piece with a steady hand to victory.   

 

In the other game of the winners final, draughts ambassador Alexei Chizhov managed to beat Vadim 

Virniy who yesterday in this bulletin was labeled 'the dark horse' of this final. But only because his 

three final colleagues with between them 18 world titles are 'hors de catégorie. Because of course 

Virniy – who left worldchampion Guntis Valneris from Latvia behind him in the qualifying 

tournament – is a draughtsgod himself with several youth worldtitles and a draw match against then 

world champion Harm Wiersma from The Netherlands.  

 

Meanwhile, the women are continuing their 

qualifying tournament for their grand finale on 

Wednesday. The battle in group A may yesterday 

have been decided by the decisive victory of 

Viktoriya Motrichko (Ukraine) on her direct rival 

Olga Fedorovich from Belarus. Motrichko opened a 

hurricane attack on Fedorovich position for which 

no human defense could be found. The board 

position is a good illustration of this. In this 

position, Fedorovich had no better move than to 

give away one piece with 47. ...16-21 48. 27x7 

12x1. In exchange, she got a still hopeless position 

and two moves later, she surrendered to the 

Ukrainian fury. In group B, the battle is still open 

and here Natalia Sadowska from Poland and 

Matrena Nogovitsyna from Russia in their duel will 

determine who will go to the winners final. 

 

 

 

 


